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They say that “necessity is the mother of invention”. This year, more than ever 
before, we’ve all found it necessary to rely on technology and our devices 

to keep us safe, connected, learning, working, healthy and entertained. 

Inspired by user innovation from our customers, ambassadors and employees,
we’ve created new products and adjusted existing products to make them 
even more innovative, user-friendly and useful, You may have thought of

Scosche as an in-vehicle accessory specialist, only to now discover the value 
of  our mounts, chargers, cables, adapters, and organizers for in-home and  

in-office, as well as for your home office and home classroom.

For those who choose to social distance by heading to the desert, trail,
mountains or beach, our selection of smart dash cams, powersports 
accessories, heart rate monitors, bike mounts, etc. make that a safer, 

richer and happier experience.

Wherever you are in life, and wherever you hope to be a year from now,
Scosche is there with you with Accessories for Life! 

SCOSCHE Industries is the #1 Mount Brand* and a leading innovator 
of award-winning consumer technology, powersports and car audio 

products and accessories. 

 



AUTO-GRIP ARMS CLOSE WHEN WIRELESS CHARGING IS DETECTED 

QI-CERTIFIED WIRELESS CHARGING 

AMBIENT LIGHT SENSING CHARGE INDICATOR 

TELESCOPING CUP MOUNT 
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PATENT PENDING 

WINDOW/DASH 

FREEFLOW VENT 

DASH 

DOUBLE-PIVOT 
WINDOW/DASH 

EXTENDO 

SWING-ARM 
DASH 

TELESCOPING 
CUP HOLDER 

#1
MOUNT
BRAND

Wireless Charging Auto-Grip 
Mounts for Smartphones 
This wireless charging car mount senses when the charging coil in a 
Qi-enabled phone is perfectly aligned with the charger, and that 
alignment automatically activates motorized arms to gently close and 
hold your device securely. It charges up to 10W, and supports Apple,
Samsung and Google Fast Charge. An ambient light sensing LED ring 
indicates charging. The MagicGrip comes in seven base options: 
FreeFlow Vent, Dash, Window/Dash, Double-Pivot Dash, Swing-Arm 
Dash, Extendo and new Telescoping Cup Holder Mount. 
*MagicGrip was selected for Esquire 2020 Gadget Awards, winning "Best for Cars". 



PARKING MODE SENSES SLIGHTEST MOVEMENT 

1080p SONY STARVIS 140º WIDE ANGLE LENS 

PAIRS WITH FREE NEXAR SAFE DRIVING APP 
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NEXC10-ADHESIVE 
NEXC11-SUCTION 

NEXS10-ADHESIVE 
NEXS11-SUCTION 

NEXS20-ADHESIVE 
NEXS21-SUCTION 

NEXC2 

Full HD Smart Dash Cameras 
Our Smart Dash Cams feature a 1080p Full HD Image Sensor and 
140-Degree wide angle lens, to capture every detail in any light. They work
with your smartphone and the free Nexar safe driving app (iOS and
Android). They come with a microSD card and free storage to your personal
Nexar Cloud. The Nexar app offers 24/7 live customer support and the new
“Groups” option (for iOS) that alerts your private group/family of incidents
and driving status. The app also offers 1-Click insurance reporting, Parking
mode, GPS, and Siri®  or Google Assistant integration.

Powered by Nexar® 

PATENT PENDING 



USB OUTPUT 

600A PEAK CURRENT, 15,000 mAh CAPACITY 

ULTRA-BRIGHT MULTI-MODE FLASHLIGHT 



 

600A Car Jumper / Flashlight / Powerbank 
The PowerUp 600 Car Jumper/Flashlight/Power Bank is the 
compact and portable answer to vehicle emergency situations. It’s 
advanced technology, six-point safety system and ample 15,000 
mAh battery will jump start gas engines up to 5.0L/8 Cylinders and 
diesel engines up to 2.0L, simply, safely and quickly. The ultra bright 
LED multi-mode flashlight will light your way or signal SOS, and the 
USB port charges your smartphone, action camera and more. 
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 HIGH EFFICIENCY AIR-PURIFYING FILTRATION 

AIR QUALITY, TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY DIGITAL DISPLAY 

HANDS-FREE MOTION ACTIVATED 



 
 

  
 

 

Portable HEPA Air Purifier/Deodorizer
Our portable HEPA Air Purifier is designed to fit in the cup holder of your 
vehicle to make your drive more comfortable and healthier. Motion-activated 
with two fan speeds, you can plug it in and forget it as it purifies and deodorizes 
the air. This must-have accessory filters 99.95% of air-borne viruses,  bacteria,
pollen, smoke and other pollutants. Although designed for in-vehicle use, its ability 
to purify up to four square meters of space makes it  great for cubicles or small offices 
too. The heavy duty aluminum body is modern and elegant enough for a luxury sedan but 
also rugged enough for a truck. It comes with one replaceable HEPA air filter, a dual 12W USB 
port car charger and a charging cable. 
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VERTICAL CHARGING STATION 

 APPLE WATCH MODULE 

WIRELESS CHARGING PAD 

POWER DELIVERY ENDCAP 
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Modular Charging System 

PATENT PENDING 

BaseLynx charges, organizes and displays all of your mobile devices,
including: phones, Apple® AirPods® and Watches, tablets, portable 
gaming systems, cameras and more, using one power cable. Choose 
and connect modules to customize your perfect system. Options include: 
MFi-certified Magnetic Charger for Apple Watches, Qi-certified  Wireless 
Charging Pad for iPhones and AirPod cases, Vertical Charging Station for 
three devices, and Dual-Port Charging EndCap. The Vertical and EndCap 
chargers both feature Power Delivery Fast Charging options. Now available 
in black or white. 



COMFORTABLE ADJUSTABLE ARMBAND

24 HOUR BATTERY LIFE

MULTI-FUNCTION BUTTON

PATENTED OPTICAL SENSOR TECHNOLOGY



 

 

PATENT PENDING 

Waterproof Armband Heart Rate Monitor 
Rhythm+2.0’s patented precision sensor uses green and yellow LEDs 
to accurately measure blood flow with all skin tones, while it’s 
accelerometer assists with hyper-accurate measurements. As accurate as 
a chest strap monitor, Rhythm+2.0 is worn comfortably on the upper 
forearm, biceps or triceps. Rated IP68 (dustproof and waterproof), it’s 
submersible to three meters and the rechargeable battery lasts up to 24 
hours. Rhythm+2.0  has a 100ft. wireless range, transmits to ANT+ and 
Bluetooth® devices and works with 200+ fitness apps.
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SLIM BARREL DESIGN 

LED POWER INDICATOR 

20W USB-C POWER DELIVERY 

12W USB-A FAST CHARGE 



 

 
CPDC20 

CPDCA32 

CPDCC40 

HPDC20 BK/WT 

HPDC30 BK/WT 

HPDCA32 BK/WT HPDC60 BK/WT 

CPDCA38 

Car and Home Chargers with Power Delivery 
Compact and powerful, PowerVolt USB-C Car and Home Chargers 
deliver all the ultra-fast charging benefits of Power Delivery. Charging 
devices up to 4X faster than a standard 5W charger, they support Fast 
Charge for Apple, Samsung and Google devices. USB and UL certified,
PowerVolt Chargers contain smart circuitry that communicates with 
portable devices to achieve their safest and fastest charge rate.
Available in multiple vehicle and home/office options to charge 
phones, tablet, portable speakers and more. Home Chargers 
have folding prongs perfect for travel and storage. 
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BUILT-IN VENTILATION 

COMPATIBLE WITH MAGSAFE CHARGER 

NEODYMIUM MAGNET ALIGNS WITH IPHONE 12 



 

 

#1
MOUNT
BRAND

MagSafe®Charger-Compatible Mount 
With Power Delivery Car Charger 
Designed to work with Apple MagSafe chargers for the iPhone 12 
series, these mounts securely hold and power the MagSafe. It comes 
with a new 20W USB-C Power Delivery Car Charger to power the 
MagSafe Charger. These mounts are available in several options 
including: Window/Dash, Cup Holder, and a 4-in-1 kit that features: 
Swing-Arm Dash, FreeFlow Vent, Lock-Nut Vent and Dash. Not limited to 
in-vehicle use, the Window/Dash model is perfect for home or office use 
when used with a home charger like the Scosche ReVolt QC. 

SWINGARM DUCKBILL 

WINDOW DASH 

CUP MOUNT 

CPDC20 
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3200 mAh RECHARGEABLE BATTERY

12W USB-C POWER BANK

2oz REFILLABLE MAGICFOG DISPENSER



 

 

 

MagicFogger is a Portable Antibacterial Sanitizer, perfect for use inside vehicles, homes,
offices, schools, restaurants, airplanes and more. It releases a fine mist of FDA-approved 
HOCI Electrolyzed Water, known as MagicFog, that immediately attaches to, attacks, and 
kills, germs and viruses. 100X stronger than bleach, but 100% organic, MagicFog is 
completely safe for humans, animals and the environment. It is safe for occupied areas,
kills 99.94% of microbes and is highly effective against viruses. MagicFogger is 
powered by a 3200 MaH rechargeable battery. 

Portable Antibacterial Sanitizer

Learn more about marine electronics and navigation we have.

https://www.boatid.com/maintenance-winterization.html
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